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Abstract
The period map for a smooth closed 4-manifold assigns to a Riemannian metric the space

of self-dual harmonic 2-forms. This map is from the space of metrics to the Grassmannian
of maximal positive subspaces in the second cohomology, where positivity is defined by cup
product. We show that the period map has dense image for every 4-manifold, and that it is
surjective if b` “ 1. Similar results hold for manifolds of dimension a multiple of four. The
proofs involve families of metrics constructed by stretching along various hypersurfaces.

1 Introduction

Let X be a smooth, closed, connected, oriented 4-manifold. The de Rham cohomology H2pXq has
a symmetric bilinear form which integrates wedge products of 2-forms. A subspace H Ă H2pXq

is positive if the bilinear form on H is positive definite, and is further maximal if it is not properly
contained inside a positive subspace. All maximal positive subspaces have the same dimension,
denoted b`pXq. The space of maximal positive subspaces of H2pXq, written Gr`pH2pXqq, is an
open subset of the Grassmannian of all b`pXq-dimensional planes in H2pXq.

Let g be a Riemannian metric onX . By Hodge theory, the space of g-harmonic 2-forms H2
gpXq

maps isomorphically to H2pXq via ω ÞÑ rωs. The Hodge star ‹g is an involution on H2
gpXq, and

we write H`
g pXq for the p`1q-eigenspace of ‹g, the g-self-dual 2-forms, which we identify with its

image in H2pXq. Then H`
g pXq is a maximal positive subspace of H2pXq. The assignment

ΠX : MetpXq ÝÑ Gr`pH2pXqq (1)

g ÞÝÑ H`
g pXq

is the period map of X . In fact, H`
g pXq is unchanged if g is replaced by a conformally equivalent

metric, and so ΠX descends to the space of conformal classes of metrics.

In [Kat03, Ch. 20], it is conjectured that ΠX is always surjective. This problem has connections
to symplectic topology. Given a symplectic form ω on X , and more generally a near symplectic
form, one can construct a metric on X for which ω is harmonic and self-dual, see [ADK05, Prop.
1]. In particular, if b`pXq “ 1, then R ¨ rωs P impΠXq. For a given integral class w P H2pXq, Gay
and Kirby [GK04] construct a near symplectic form ω with rωs “ w. This implies impΠXq is dense
when b`pXq “ 1. Our first result is that this holds more generally.
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Theorem 1.1. For a smooth, closed, connected, oriented 4-manifold, ΠX has dense image.

The idea of the proof is as follows. Consider disjoint embedded connected surfaces Σi Ă X
whose Poincaré duals span a maximal positive subspace H Ă H2pXq. Such H form a dense subset
of Gr`pH2pXqq. Let Yi be the boundary of a disk-bundle neighborhood of Σi, so that Yi is a
circle bundle over Σi. Consider a metric g on X that is a product metric on pairwise disjoint collar
neighborhoods Yi ˆ p´1, 1q Ă X . Form a 1-parameter family of metrics tgprqurě1 on X , with
g “ gp1q which, roughly, stretches along each of the collar neighborhoods. Then

lim
rÑ8

H`

gprq
“ H, (2)

and the proof follows. A more precise version of (2) is given in Proposition 2.3, which is proved
using standard gluing theory of harmonic forms.

Our second result regards the surjectivity of the period map.

Theorem 1.2. If in addition b`pXq “ 1, then the period map ΠX is surjective.

The proof of Theorem 1.2 builds upon that of Theorem 1.1, using higher dimensional families
of metrics, parametrized by certain polytopes. The construction of these metric families is adapted
from the work of Kronheimer and Mrowka [KM11], further explored by Bloom [Blo11]; see also
the earlier work [KMOS07]. Roughly, the families we use are constructed by stretching along
boundaries of regular neighborhoods of various surface configurations in X . A proper face on a
polytope parametrizes metrics that are entirely stretched along some non-empty hypersurface, and,
similar to property (2), there are constraints on where ΠX can send these faces.

In the case that b`pXq “ 1, Gr`pH2pXqq can be identified with hyperbolic space Hn where
n “ b2pXq ´ 1. We show that for any (rational) hyperbolic n-simplex ∆n in Hn, there is a family
of metrics parametrized by an n-dimensional permutahedron Pn for which the image of the interior
of Pn under ΠX contains the interior of ∆n. From this, Theorem 1.2 follows.

Note that the Grassmannian of maximal positive subspaces H Ă H2pXq is naturally identified
with the Grassmannian of maximal negative subspaces by the assignment H ÞÑ HK. The period
map of the orientation-reversal ofX is determined by that ofX and this identification. In particular,
Theorem 1.2 implies that ΠX is also surjective if b´pXq “ 1.

The surjectivity of ΠX when b`pXq “ 1 and X is symplectic and minimal (no embedded 2-
spheres of self-intersection ´1) follows from previous work of Li and Liu [LL01b], who show that
under these hypotheses, any w P H2pXq with w2 ą 0 is represented by a symplectic form. Without
the hypothesis of minimality, their work also implies impΠXq is dense when X is symplectic and
b`pXq “ 1. For a proof using similar ingredients, in the case of blow-ups of CP2, see [Kat07, Ap-
pendix A]. These proofs use Seiberg–Witten monopoles and pseudo-holomorphic curves. See also
Biran [Bir01, Thm. 3.2]. Note that our results do not require X to be symplectic, and the proofs we
present do not use any gauge theory or pseudo-holomorphic curve theory.
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Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 hold more generally for 4k-dimensional manifolds, with essentially the
same proofs. See Remarks 2.6 and 3.5.

The tracking of period points is central to the wall-crossing phenomena of Donaldson and
Seiberg–Witten invariants of closed 4-manifolds, see [Don87,Kot91,LL01a]. Stretching a metric in
a neighborhood of a surface is a main mechanism in proving adjunction inequalities [KM94,KM95].
Further, families of metrics parametrized by polytopes have been important in studying the structure
of Floer theories derived from gauge theory; see the already-mentioned works [KM11, KMOS07,
Blo11]. The author is indebted to the ideas from these works.

Conformal systoles

Questions regarding the surjectivity of the period map, and the density of its image, were considered
by Katz [Kat03] in the setting of conformal systoles. Let X be a smooth, closed, oriented manifold
of dimension 2n. The conformal n-systole of X equipped with a Riemannian metric g is defined as

confnpX, gq “ min
␣

|w|g
ˇ

ˇ w P HnpXqZzt0u
(

where HnpXqZ is the image of HnpX;Zq in the real cohomology HnpXq, and | ¨ |g is the norm
on HnpXq induced by the L2 norm on g-harmonic forms. If dimX “ 4k, then conf2kpX, gq only
depends on the image of g under the period map, and continuously so. If dimX “ 2n, define

CSpXq “ sup
g

confnpX, gq

where the supremum is over all metrics on X . The quantity CSpXq for 4-manifolds was studied in
[Kat03, Ham06]. Generalizing results there, Theorem 1.1 and its analogues in dim “ 4k imply:

Corollary 1.3. If dimX “ 4k, then CSpXq is determined by H2kpXqZ with its cup product.

Outline The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 2. This uses Proposition 2.3, which de-
scribes the behavior of the period map in the limit of cylindrically stretching along a hypersurface.
The proof of this proposition is given in Appendix A. The period map for metric families of poly-
topes is studied in Section 3, where Theorem 1.2 is proved.

Acknowledgements The author thanks Nikolai Saveliev for numerous helpful comments. The
author was supported by NSF Grant DMS-1952762.

2 Decomposing cohomology

We first review some standard material on the intersection pairing, over R, of a 4-manifold decom-
posed along a separating 3-manifold. After stating a precise version of (2) in Proposition 2.3, we
give the proof of Theorem 1.1. All manifolds in this paper are oriented and smooth.
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For a manifold X with boundary, following [APS75] we write

pH ipXq “ im
`

H ipX, BXq Ñ H ipXq
˘

,

which is equivalently the image of H i
cpXq Ñ H ipXq, where H i

cpXq is de Rham cohomology with
compact supports on the interior of X . This last bit of notation is non-standard: what we write as
H i

cpXq would usually be written as H i
cpintpXqq. We also write pbipXq “ dim pH ipXq.

Let X be a closed 4-manifold, and Y Ă X a closed 3-manifold separating X into two pieces,

X “ X1 YY X2, (3)

where X1, X2 are compact with BX1 “ Y “ ´BX2. We do not assume that any of these manifolds
are connected. Consider the Mayer–Vietoris sequence

¨ ¨ ¨ H1pY q H2pXq H2pX1q ‘H2pX2q H2pY q ¨ ¨ ¨
δ j k (4)

The map δ has the following description in de Rham cohomology. Let rαs P H1pY q, and choose a
neighborhood Y ˆ p´1, 1q Ă X . Let ρ P C8pRq have

ş

ρptqdt “ 1 and supppρq Ă p´1, 1q. Then

δrαs “ rρptqα ^ dts, (5)

where the form ρptqα ^ dt is defined on all of X via extension by zero. Furthermore,
ż

X
ω ^ δpαq “

ż

Y
ι˚pωq ^ α (6)

for all closed forms ω P Ω2pXq, where ι : Y Ñ X is the inclusion map.

Lemma 2.1. b2pXq “ pb2pX1q `pb2pX2q ` 2 dimpimpδqq.

Proof. For brevity, write |V | “ dimV . Exactness of (4) gives

b2pXq “ b2pX1q ` b2pX2q ` |impδq| ´ |impkq|. (7)

Write ιi : Y Ñ Xi for the inclusion maps. Then impkq “ impι˚1q ` impι˚2q. Further,

|impkq| ` |impι˚q| “ |impι˚1q| ` |impι˚2q|, (8)

as follows from impι˚1q X impι˚2q “ impι˚q. We also have, for i “ 1, 2,

|impι˚i q| “ b2pXiq ´pb2pXiq, (9)

which follows from the long exact sequence of the pair pXi, Y q. Finally, we claim

|impι˚q| “ |impδq|. (10)

Let l : H1pY q Ñ impι˚q˚ send rαs to the linear form lαpβq “
ş

Y α ^ β, restricted to rβs P impιq.
This map is surjective, by Poincaré duality. By (6), lα “ 0 if and only if

ş

X δpαq ^ ω “ 0 for
all rωs P H2pXq, which by Poincaré duality happens if and only if δrαs “ 0. Thus l induces
H1pY q{kerpδq – impι˚q˚, implying (10). The lemma now follows from (7)–(10).
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Next,H2
c pXiq has its own pairing, again induced by integration and wedge product. This pairing

is, in general, degenerate. The induced pairing on pH2pXiq is non-degenerate, by Poincaré duality.
Write b˘pXiq for the dimensions of maximal ˘-subspaces in pH2pXiq.

Lemma 2.2. b˘pXq “ b˘pX1q ` b˘pX2q ` dimpimpδqq.

Proof. Let Hi Ă H2
c pXiq be a subspace which maps isomorphically to pH2pXiq. In particular, the

pairing on Hi is non-degenerate. We have a natural injection H1 ‘ H2 ‘ impδq Ñ H2pXq, which
we treat as an inclusion, and the pairing is orthogonal with respect to the decomposition. Indeed,
forms in H1 have support disjoint from those in H2, and both pair trivially with impδq by (6). From
(5), the pairing is trivial on impδq. Diagonalize the form so that on this subspace it is

x`1yb
`pX1q ‘ x´1yb

´pX1q
looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon

on H1

‘ x`1yb
`pX2q ‘ x´1yb

´pX2q
looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon

on H2

‘ x0ydimpimpδqq
looooomooooon

on impδq

By basic algebra of non-degenerate symmetric bilinear forms over R and Lemma 2.1, there exists
W Ă H2pXq such thatH2pXq “ H1 ‘H2 ‘ impδq ‘W , the complement of W with respect to the
pairing is WK “ H1 ‘H2 ‘W , and on impδq ‘W it is equivalent to a sum of hyperbolic planes,

ˆ

0 1
1 0

˙

.

Each hyperbolic plane is equivalent over R to x`1y ‘ x´1y. The result follows.

A corollary of Lemma 2.2 is the well-known additivity of the signature for 4-manifolds.

As above, let X1 and X2 be compact 4-manifolds with BX1 “ Y “ ´BX2. For r ě 0, let

Xprq “ X1 Y Y ˆ r´r, rs YX2 (11)

where Y ˆt´ru and Y ˆtru are glued to the boundaries ofX1 andX2, respectively. SetX “ Xp1q.
(This slight deviation from above is to match our convention in the appendix.) Define a metric hprq

on Xprq by hprq|Y ˆr´r,rs “ gY ` dt2 for some fixed metric gY on Y , and hprq|Xi “ gi for some
fixed metrics gi onXi which agree with gY `dt2 in collar neighborhoods of their boundaries. There
are diffeomorphisms fr : X Ñ Xprq which are natural up to isotopy. We say that the 1-parameter
family of metrics gprq “ f˚

r hprq on X stretches along Y in a cylindrical fashion.

LetX1p8q “ X1 YY ˆ r0,8q where Y ˆ t0u is glued to the boundary ofX1. This comes with
a metric g1p8q, equal to g1 on X1 and gY ` dt2 on the cylinder. Let H2

X1
denote the L2 harmonic

2-forms on X1p8q, where the L2 metric is defined by g1p8q. There is a natural identification

H2
X1

“ pHpX1q,

due to Atiyah–Patodi–Singer [APS75, Prop. 4.9]. The self-dual L2 harmonic 2-forms H`
X1

give a
maximal positive subspace for the pairing on pHpX1q. Similar remarks hold for X2.
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Recall that Gr`pH2pXqq is an open subset of the Grassmannian of b`pXq-dimensional planes
in H2pXq. We write Gr

`
pH2pXqq for its closure in this ambient Grassmannian. Equivalently, this

is the space of maximal semi-positive subspaces in H2pXq.

Proposition 2.3. Let gprq be a 1-parameter family of metrics which as r Ñ 8 stretches along a
3-manifold Y Ă X in a cylindrical fashion as described above. Then, in Gr

`
pH2pXqq, we have

lim
rÑ8

H`

gprq
“ j´1

´

H`
X1

‘ H`
X2

¯

(12)

where j : H2pXq Ñ H2pX1q ‘H2pX2q is the map in the Mayer–Vietoris sequence.

The proof of Proposition 2.3 follows from standard gluing theory of harmonic forms. For com-
pleteness, we explain in Appendix A how the result follows from the work of [CLM96].

Another way to state (12) is as follows. For i “ 1, 2, choose subspaces H`
i Ă H2

c pXiq which
map isomorphically to H`

Xi
Ă pH2pXiq. Then, identifying H`

i with its image in H2pXq, we have

lim
rÑ8

H`

gprq
“ H`

1 ` impδq `H`
2 , (13)

and this is a direct sum of subspaces. Note that the possible choices H`
i Ă H2pXq differ by the

addition of elements in impδq, so that (13) is independent of the choices, as expected.

Proposition 2.3 is the main tool used to prove Theorem 1.1. A simple case is when impδq “ 0,
so that j : H2pXq Ñ H2pX1q ‘H2pX2q is an isomorphism, and (12) may be written as

lim
rÑ8

H`

gprq
“ H`

X1
‘ H`

X2
.

Another simplification occurs when X1 and X2 are definite, for in this case the right side of (12) is
independent of metrics. Both of these simplifications are present when we apply this proposition to
prove Theorem 1.1. Before doing so, we illustrate Proposition 2.3 with two simple examples.

Example 2.4. Let X “ CP2#CP2. Let H P H2pXq be dual to a hyperplane, and E P H2pXq

to an exceptional sphere: H2 “ 1, E2 “ ´1, H ¨ E “ 0. Represent H2pXq as R2, with x-axis
R ¨ E, and y-axis R ¨ H , see Figure 1. The positive subspaces are lines with slope s where |s| ą 1
(including |s| “ 8). Stretching a metric along the connected sum 3-sphere, we limit to the y-axis.

Example 2.5. Let X “ S2 ˆS2. The duals of S2 ˆ tptu and tptu ˆS2 in H2pXq give a basis for
the x- and y-axes, see Figure 2. The positive subspaces are lines with positive slope. Decomposing
X along S1 ˆ S2 and S2 ˆ S1, and stretching in a cylindrical fashion, we limit to the y-axis and
x-axis, respectively. In each case, the axis is the line impδq Ă H2pXq.
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Figure 1: CP2#CP2 Figure 2: S2 ˆ S2

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let H P Gr`pH2pXqq be spanned by pairwise orthogonal rational classes
σ1, . . . , σn P H2pX;Qq, where n “ b`pXq. Such H are dense in Gr`pH2pXqq. Choose N P Z`

such that Nσi P H2pXqZ for all i. Let Σi Ă X be a closed oriented connected surface such that
rΣis P H2pX;Zq{torsion is Poincaré dual to Nσi. Here we use that every class in H2pX;Zq, for a
closed 4-manifold, is represented by an embedded closed surface. Since Σi ¨ Σj “ 0 for i ‰ j, a
well-known procedure (by adding handles) allows us to further arrange that Σi XΣj “ H for i ‰ j.
For background on the facts used here, see e.g. [GS99, Ch. 1, 2].

Let Wi Ă X be a closed disk-bundle neighborhood of Σi. We may assume Wi X Wj “ H for
i ‰ j. Let Yi “ BWi, which is a circle bundle over Σi with non-zero Euler class ei P H2pΣiq. The
Gysin exact sequence for the circle bundle π : Yi Ñ Σi is given by

¨ ¨ ¨ H1pYiq H0pΣiq H2pΣiq H2pYiq ¨ ¨ ¨
π˚ ei^ π˚

(14)

and thus π˚ : H2pYiq Ñ H2pΣiq is zero. This implies the vanishing of the restriction map

H2pWiq Ñ H2pYiq, (15)

as Wi deformation retracts onto Σi. Now let X2 “ W1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Wn, Y “ BX2 “ Y1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Yn,
and let X1 be the closure of XzX2. Construct a family of metrics gprq as in Proposition 2.3,
stretching along Y in a cylindrical fashion. Note the vanishing of each map in (15) implies that
ι˚2 : H2pX2q Ñ H2pY q is zero, which in turn implies impδq – impι˚q is zero. Then (12) yields

lim
rÑ8

H`

gprq
“ pH2pX2q “

n
à

i“1

R ¨ σi “ H.

We have used that X1 is negative definite and X2 is positive definite, with each pH2pWiq “ H2pWiq

generated by the Poincaré dual of rΣis. This completes the proof.
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Remark 2.6. For a closed, connected manifold X of dimension 4k, the period map is defined as
a map ΠX : MetpXq Ñ Gr`pH2kpXqq. The above proof easily adapts to this case. The surfaces
Σi are now 2k-dimensional. To obtain such surfaces we appeal to a classic result of Thom, which
says that for every class σ P HipX;Zq, there is some n P Z` such that nσ is represented by an
embedded submanifold. All other aspects of the proof are straightforward adaptations.

Remark 2.7. We may also allow X to have boundary. Consider MetcylpXq, the space of metrics
on intpXq which are conformally equivalent near the boundary to cylindrical end product metrics.
The period map is then ΠX : MetcylpXq Ñ Gr`p pH2pXqq. The proof above adapts to show if X is
connected, then ΠX has dense image.

The proof method of Theorem 1.1 also shows the following. Let H be a rational maximal
semi-positive definite subspace of H2pXq, which is not positive. In particular, we have

H P BGr`
pH2pXqq.

We can find surfaces Σi as in the above proof, but now only Σi ¨ Σi ě 0, with equality holding for
certain i. Constructing the family of metrics gprq as before still gives limrÑ8 H`

gprq
“ H .

3 Metric families and hyperbolic polyhedra

In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. As motivation, first consider the case in which b2pXq “ 1
and b`pXq “ 1, such as in Examples 2.4 and 2.5. Proving surjectivity of ΠX is straightforward in
this case, as the positive Grassmannian is simply an interval. Choose two non-zero vectors v1 and
v2 in H2pXqZ which square to zero and whose spans in H2pXq give the two endpoints of the com-
pactified Grassmannian. Let Σ1 and Σ2 be surfaces in X Poincaré dual to v1 and v2, respectively.
Form a family of metrics gprq parametrized by R which stretches in a cylindrical fashion along the
boundary of a regular neighborhood of Σ1 (resp. Σ2) as r Ñ ´8 (resp. `8). An application
of Proposition 2.3 shows that the period map on this family induces a map from an interval to an
interval which is bijective on endpoints, and is thus surjective.

Consider next the case b2pXq “ 2 and b`pXq “ 1. Here the positive Grassmannian may be
identified with the hyperbolic plane H2. In this case we will construct 2-dimensional families of
metrics, parametrized by polygons, where each edge consists of metrics entirely stretched along
some 3-manifold. Proposition 2.3 gives constraints on where the boundaries of these polygons map
to in H2. We can then show that there is a polygonal metric family which maps onto any given
(rational) hyperbolic simplex in H2, implying the surjectivity of ΠX . In the general case where
b`pXq “ 1 and b2pXq “ n ` 1, we will show there is an n-dimensional polytope (the permutahe-
dron Pn) of metrics which surjects onto any given (rational) hyperbolic simplex in Hn.

In Subsection 3.1, we review a construction for families of metrics parametrized by polyhedra,
following Kronheimer and Mrowka [KM11, §3.9] and Bloom [Blo11], and study the behavior of the
period map on the faces of these polyhedra. In Subsection 3.2 we prove Theorem 1.2. In Subsection
3.3 we give examples which illustrate the constructions in the setting of the hyperbolic plane H2.
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3.1 Polytopes and the period map

Let X be a closed and connected 4-manifold. Suppose we have a collection

C “ tY1, Y2, . . . , Ymu

of closed embedded 3-manifolds Yi Ă X that are pairwise disjoint. Each Yi may be disconnected.
To define anm-dimensional model family of metrics, where each parameter stretches in a cylindrical
fashion along each Yi, first choose disjoint collar neighborhoods Yi ˆ r´1, 1s Ă X , and a metric g0
on X equal to gYi ` ds2 on each such collar. Consider a family of smooth functions ψr : R Ñ R,
depending smoothly on r P r0,8s, such that ψ0psq “ 1 for all s, ψrpsq “ 1 for |s| ě 1, and

ψrpsq “
1 ` 1{r2

s2 ` 1{r2

for all s in some neighborhood U Ă p´1, 1q of 0, with ψr uniformly bounded on RzU . Note
ψ8psq “ 1{s2 near 0. For r “ pr1, . . . , rmq P r0,8qm define a smooth metric gr on X by

gr|Yiˆr´1,1s “ gYi ` ψripsqds
2 (16)

for each i “ 1, . . . ,m, and gr “ g0 on the complement of the collar neighborhoods. This is similar
to the situation described in (11), where Y :“ Y1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Ym, except that we use a different stretch-
ing parameter for each Yi, and also, we do not assume Y separates X into X1 and X2.

We call the gr for r P r0,8sm constructed above broken metrics. If r P r0,8qm, then gr is an
honest smooth metric on X . The broken metric for r “ p8, . . . ,8q, restricted to

XzY,

is conformally equivalent to a metric with cylindrical end metrics on p´1, 0q ˆ Y and p0, 1q ˆ Y ,
and we say that this metric is broken along C. More generally, any gr for r P r0,8sm is broken
along some subcollection of C, determined by those i for which ri “ 8.

Consider a metric g broken along C “ tY1, . . . , Ymu as constructed above. We define

H`
g pXq :“ j´1

´

H`

XzY

¯

where j : H2pXq Ñ H2pXzY q is the map induced by inclusion, and

H`

XzY Ă pH2pXzY q “ im
`

H2
c pXzY q Ñ H2pXzY q

˘

is the space of self-dual harmonic 2-forms on XzY with cylindrical end metric g|XzY . We may
now extend the definition of the period map ΠX to this broken metric by setting ΠXpgq “ H`

g pXq.
With this definition, a minor variation of Proposition 2.3 implies the following.

Proposition 3.1. Consider a disjoint collection of m hypersurfaces C in the closed 4-manifold X ,
and construct an associated model family of broken metrics gr as above, where r P r0,8sm. Then
the period map extends to define a continuous map on this family:

r0,8sm ÝÑ Gr
`

pH2pXqq,

r ÞÝÑ ΠXpgrq.
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Next, consider an n-dimensional convex polytope P . We require that to each codimension m
face F on the boundary of P is associated CF , a collection of m pairwise disjoint hypersurfaces.
The intersection of two faces F and F 1 is another face, and we require

CFXF 1 Ă CF Y CF 1 .

We say that P is labelled by hypersurfaces in X if these conditions are satisfied. We construct

GP “ tgpupPP ,

a family of broken metrics parametrized by P , as follows. If dimP “ 0, then GP is any smooth
metric. Suppose dim ă n families are constructed, and dimP “ n. A point p on the interior of
a proper face of P has a neighborhood of the form p0,8sm ˆ P 1 where P 1 is a convex polytope
and m ą 0. To describe a neighborhood of gp in GP , we proceed as in (16), but in place of a
fixed g0, we apply the construction to the entire family GP 1 . This gives a family of broken metrics
parametrized by r0,8sn´mˆP 1, and is our model for a neighborhood of gp P GP . Using convexity
properties of metrics we can construct a family parametrized by a collar neighborhood of BP Ă P
satisfying these model conditions, then extend this to all of P , defining GP .

The family of metrics GP parametrized by the polytope P gives a map

P ÝÑ Gr
`

pH2pXqq

by sending p P P to ΠXpgpq, and this map is continuous by Proposition 3.1. Furthermore, as gp
for p P intpP q is a smooth (unbroken) metric, the image of intpP q under ΠX,P is contained in the
image of the period map ΠX from (1).

Now suppose we are given a collection of closed, embedded surfaces S “ tΣ1, . . . ,Σn`1u in
X . We do not assume that the surfaces are pairwise disjoint. For each I Ă t1, . . . , n ` 1u let
YI Ă X be the 3-manifold which is the boundary of a regular neighborhood XI of YiPIΣi. We
make these choices so that I Ă J implies YI X YJ “ H. There is a polytope, the n-dimensional
permutahedron Pn, whose proper faces are labelled by nested sequences I “ tIiu

l
i“1 (1 ď l ď n)

of the form
H Ĺ I1 Ĺ I2 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ Il Ĺ t1, . . . , n` 1u. (17)

Such nested sequences form a poset by declaring I ď I1 if and only if I1 Ă I. Then the poset
of proper non-empty faces of Pn is isomorphic to the poset of such nested sequences. The face
FI Ă Pn corresponding to I “ tIiu

l
i“1 has codimension l in Pn. Now Pn can be viewed as a

polytope with faces labelled by hypersurfaces in X: the face FI has the associated collection

CI “ tYI | I P Iu

which by construction is a disjoint set of closed embedded 3-manifolds in X . Applying the metric
family construction, to any collection of surfaces S “ tΣ1, . . . ,Σn`1u in X we obtain family of
metrics on X parametrized by the n-dimensional permutahedron Pn. See for example Figure 3. We
remark that for a nested sequence as in (17), by convention we define Il`1 “ t1, . . . , n` 1u. These
permutahedral families of metrics fit into a more general framework of metric families parametrized

10



Figure 3: To three surfaces Σ1,Σ2,Σ3 Ă X is associated a metric family parametrized by the permuta-
hedron P2, which is a hexagon. Each face is labelled by a non-empty proper subset of t1, 2, 3u (a nested
sequence with one subset). Faces tiu and ti, ju correspond to metrics broken along boundaries of regular
neighborhoods of Σi and Σi Y Σj , respectively. The vertex joining tiu and ti, ju is the nested sequence
tiu Ă ti, ju. The hexagon is made up of six wedges, each a model family of stretching metrics r0,8s2. The
permutahedron Pn can be viewed as a truncation of the simplex ∆n, as indicated here.

by graph associahedra, explored by Bloom [Blo11]. We warn the reader that our notation Pn is non-
standard, in that n refers to the dimension of the permutahedron.

Now, given any subset V “ tv1, . . . , vn`1u Ă H2pXqZ, we can choose closed, connected
embedded surfaces Σi Ă X such that rΣis is Poincaré dual to vi. We assume that the surfaces are
generic in the sense that they are pairwise transverse, and Σi X Σj X Σk “ H for distinct i, j, k.
Apply the construction of the previous paragraph to the collection S “ tΣ1, . . . ,Σn`1u. In this
way, to any subset V Ă H2pXqZ of size n ` 1 we construct a family of metrics parametrized by a
permutahedron Pn, and obtain an associated period map

ΠX,V : Pn ÝÑ Gr
`

pH2pXqq. (18)

The next proposition describes the behavior of this period map on the faces of the permutahedron
Pn. The statement is more general than what is needed for Theorem 1.2. Write VI for the subspace
of H2pXq spanned by tviuiPI . For a subspace W Ă H2pXq, we write WK for its complement with
respect to the intersection pairing, and nullpW q “ W XWK.

11



Proposition 3.2. Let ΠX,V : Pn Ñ Gr
`

pH2pXqq be the period map associated to a family of
metrics parametrized by the permutathedron Pn, constructed from V “ tv1, . . . , vn`1u Ă H2pXqZ
as above. For a face FI Ă BPn corresponding to I “ tIiu

l
i“1 as in (17), and g P intpFIq, we have

ΠX,V pgq “ H`
l`1 `

l
ÿ

i“1

H`
i ` nullpVIiq (19)

for some collection of H`
i P Gr`pVIi X V K

Ii´1
q, where i “ 1, . . . , l, and H`

l`1 P Gr`pV K
Il

q.

Note that in this statement, and in general, if W is a vector space with a negative definite inner
product, then Gr`pW q is a point, corresponding to the zero subspace of W .

Proof. The hypersurfaces Yi :“ YIi decompose X into the union of Xi :“ XIizintpXIi´1q along
their boundaries, where i ranges from 1 to l` 1. Note BXi “ Yi Y ´Yi´1. By convention we define
Y0 “ Yl`1 “ H and also XIl`1

“ X . For g P intpFIq we have

ΠX,V pgq “

l`1
ÿ

i“1

H`
i ` impδq,

where H`
i Ă H2

c pXiq maps to pH2pXiq as the space of L2 self-dual harmonic 2-forms on Xi, and

δ : H1pY q Ñ H2pXq,

where Y “ Yl
i“1Yi, and δ “

ř

δi where δi : H1pYiq Ñ H2pXq is from the Mayer–Vietoris
sequence for X decomposed along Yi. We claim that the image of

H2
c pXIiq Ñ H2pXq (20)

is equal to Vi, where Vi :“ VIi for i “ 1, . . . , l and Vl`1 “ H2pXq. If i “ l ` 1 this is by defini-
tion. Otherwise, XIi , being the regular neighborhood YjPIiΣj , is a plumbing of disk bundles over
surfaces, and H2

c pXIiq is generated by the Poincaré duals of the surfaces Σj , which are sent under
(20) to the vj , establishing the claim. Here it is important that the Σi are connected, and also that
the Σi are pairwise transverse and Σi X Σj X Σk “ H for distinct i, j, k.

Now H2
c pXiq Ñ H2pXq factors through (20), and is injective on H`

i (by the nondegeneracy of
the intersection form on H`

i ). Thus H`
i Ă Vi. As forms in H`

i are compactly supported outside of
XIi´1 we have H`

i Ă V K
i´1. Further, impδiq is in the nullspace of the pairing on H2

c pXIiq, and so
maps into the nullspace of Vi Ă H2pXq. We obtain impδq Ă

řl
i“1 nullpViq.

We have shown that the left side of (19) is contained in the right side. To complete the proof it
suffices to show that the dimension of the right hand side is equal to b`pXq. Write Ni “ nullpViq.
Then, in a similar way as is proved Lemma 2.2, we have for 1 ď i ď l ` 1:

b`pViq “ b`pVi´1q ` b`pV K
i´1 X Viq ` |Ni´1| ´ |Ni´1 XNi|.

12



Here |W | is shorthand for the dimension of W , and b`pW q is the dimension of a maximal positive
subspace of W . Iterating this identity, we obtain

b`pXq “ b`pVl`1q “

l`1
ÿ

i“1

b`pV K
i´1 X Viq `

l
ÿ

i“1

|Ni´1| ´ |Ni´1 XNi|. (21)

Using Ni “ Vi X V K
i and V K

i`1 Ă V K
i , we verify N1 XN2 “ N1 X

řl
i“2Ni. Then

|

l
ÿ

i“1

Ni| “ |N1| ` |

l
ÿ

i“2

Ni| ´ |N1 X

l
ÿ

i“2

Ni| “ |N1| ´ |N1 XN2| ` |

l
ÿ

i“2

Ni|.

Continuing in this fashion, |
řl

i“1Ni| is equal to the last sum in (21). The H`
i are pairwise orthog-

onal and |H`
i | “ b`pV K

i´1 X Viq, so (21) computes b`pXq “ |
řl`1

i“1H
`
i `Ni|, as desired.

Remark 3.3. Consider the conclusion of Proposition 3.2 when the intersection pairing on Vi is
non-degenerate for each i, with notation as above. Then we have a direct sum decomposition

H2pXq “

l`1
à

i“1

Vi X V K
i´1,

and (19) says that an element in the face FI associated to the nested sequence I “ tIiu
l
i“1 is sent to

a sum of positive subspaces with respect to this decomposition. Thus we have

ΠX,V pFIq Ă

l`1
ź

i“1

Gr`pVi X V K
i´1q Ă Gr`pH2pXqq. (22)

If both b`pXq and b´pXq are greater than 1, then the middle manifold in (22) is of codimension at
least 2 in Gr`pH2pXqq, whenever it is proper. A similar remark holds in the case in which one or
more of the Vi are degenerate. This is one reason that our proof of Theorem 1.1 given below does
not directly generalize to the case when both b`pXq and b´pXq are greater than 1.

3.2 The case b` “ 1 and the proof of Theorem 1.2

We now restrict to the case in which b`pXq “ 1. Let n “ b2pXq ´ 1. We may assume n ě 2, the
case n “ 1 having been explained at the introduction to this section. Choose an isometry between
H2pXq, with its intersection pairing, and R1,n, which is Rn`1 equipped with the bilinear form

x ¨ y “ x0y0 ´ x1y1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ xnyn. (23)

We also require that the integral lattice H2pXqZ is sent to Z1,n Ă R1,n under this isomorphism.
Here we use the fact that for n ě 2, any unimodular integral symmetric bilinear form on Zn`1 of
signature p1, nq is isomorphic to Z1,n. (If n “ 1 there are two cases, as seen through Examples 2.4
and 2.5.) Recall that n-dimensional hyperbolic space may be defined as the hyperboloid

Hn “ tx P R1,n | x ¨ x “ 1, x0 ą 0u
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Figure 4: The permutahedron P3. Left: Each edge is labelled; “34, 134” is shorthand for the nested sequence
t3, 4u Ă t1, 3, 4u. The green (resp. red) hexagonal faces correspond to nested sequences with one subset
of size 1 (resp. 3), such as t1u (resp. t1, 2, 3u). Square blue faces correspond to nested sequences with
one subset of size 2. Paint the faces of the 3-simplex ∆3 green. Then P3 is obtained from ∆3 by cutting
off corners (revealing red), and further truncating (revealing blue). Right: The map i : ∆3 Ñ P3 sends the
1-skeleton of ∆3 into BP3 as shown. The map F : P3 Ñ ∆3 is the result of collapsing the truncated faces
(red collapses to vertices, and blue collapses to edges).

with metric induced by the negative of (23). The space of positive lines ℓ Ă R1,n is identified with
Hn by sending ℓ to ℓ X Hn. In this way we identify Gr`pH2pXqq with Hn, preserving rational
points, i.e. points corresponding to lines spanned by rational vectors.

Let V “ tv1, . . . , vn`1u Ă H2pXqZ be a linearly independent set, and construct an associated
family of metrics parametrized by Pn. We then have the period map

ΠX,V : Pn ÝÑ Hn

and our goal is show that this is surjective. To achieve this we will choose V such that it determines
a simplex ∆V Ă Hn, and show that ΠX,V maps Pn onto ∆V . To this end, we require an elementary
lemma for maps of permutahedra to simplices.

The n-simplex ∆n may be described combinatorially as having its proper faces labelled by
nonempty proper subsets I Ă t1, . . . , n ` 1u. The face FI is of codimension |I|, and FI Ă FJ

if and only if J Ă I . This is the description of ∆n that arises from realizing it as the region in
n-dimensional space bounded by a collection of hyperplanes labelled by 1, . . . , n` 1.

There is a “forgetful” map F : Pn Ñ ∆n which on the boundary maps the face FI to FIl where
Il is the maximal proper subset appearing in the nested sequence I. In fact, the permutahedron Pn

can be viewed as a truncation of the simplex ∆n, see [Blo11], and also Figures 3 and 4. From
this viewpoint, the map F is the result of collapsing faces on Pn introduced by truncation onto
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corresponding faces in ∆n. We have another map

i : ∆n ÝÑ Pn

which is described as follows: viewing Pn inside of ∆n as the result of truncation, send a given
point in ∆n to its closest point in Pn. For any face FI Ă B∆n, we have

ipFIq Ă
ď

FI Ă BPn

where the union is over all I “ tIiu
l
i“1 satisfying I Ă Il. Further, F ˝ i “ idB∆n . The following

says that if a map sends faces to faces in the same manner as does F, then it is surjective.

Lemma 3.4. Let f : Pn Ñ ∆n be a continuous map such that for each face FI Ă BPn correspond-
ing to a nested sequence I “ tIiu

l
i“1 we have fpFIq Ă FIl Ă B∆n. Then f is surjective.

Proof. Let FI be a face of ∆n corresponding to I Ă t1, . . . , n` 1u. Then

fpipFIqq Ă
ď

f pFIq

where the union is over all nested sequences I with I Ă Il. By assumption, each fpFIq Ă FIl . On
the other hand, FIl Ă FI since I Ă Il. Thus fpipFIqq Ă FI . Now f ˝ i is a self-map on the simplex
∆n which maps each face into itself. It is straightforward to prove that any such map is homotopic
rel B∆n to the identity map. Then f ˝ i is surjective, as it has degree 1 as a map on p∆n, B∆nq. The
surjectivity of f follows.

With this background, we now prove Theorem 1.2.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let V “ tv1, . . . , vn`1u Ă H2pXqZ be a linearly independent set such that
VI is negative definite for all subsets I Ă t1, . . . , n` 1u of cardinality n. The hyperplanes

Hi :“ vK
i X Hn

bound an n-simplex ∆V Ă Hn, and every compact hyperbolic n-simplex in Hn with rationally
defined vertices arises in this fashion. We remark that every point in Hn is in the interior of such a
simplex. Thus to show that ΠX is onto, it suffices to show that

intp∆V q Ă ΠX,V pintpPnqq (24)

where ΠX,V is the period map restricted to the n-dimensional permutahedron family of metrics
associated to V . Here it is important that ΠX,V pintpPnqq is in the image of the period map, as the
interior of Pn parametrizes smooth (unbroken) metrics.

We first determine the behavior of ΠX,V on the boundary of Pn. Let I “ tIiu
l
i“1 be a nested

sequence of proper non-empty subsets of t1, . . . , n ` 1u, and FI the corresponding codimension l
face of Pn. Then an application of Proposition 3.2 yields

ΠX,V pFIq Ă
č

iPIl

Hi.
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Next, choose a retraction r : Hn Ñ ∆V with the property that rpHiq Ă ∆V X Hi. For example, r
can be the map which sends a point in Hn to its closest point in ∆V . Then the map

r ˝ ΠX,V : Pn ÝÑ ∆V

sends FI into XiPIlHi X ∆V , the face of ∆V corresponding to Il. By Lemma 3.4, we obtain that
r ˝ ΠX,V surjects onto ∆V . As r is the identity on ∆V , we obtain

∆V Ă ΠX,V pPnq. (25)

Finally, ΠX,V maps BPn into B∆V , so we obtain (24), as desired.

Remark 3.5. Following Remark 2.6, the proof of Theorem 1.2 given above adapts to the case in
which dimX “ 4k for any positive integer k, with no essential changes.

Let V “ tv1, . . . , vk`1u Ă H2pXqZ be a linearly independent set, and ΠX,V the associated pe-
riod map. In the above proof, Proposition 3.2 was used in the simplified case in which V determines
a bounded simplex in Hn. More generally, for a nested sequence I “ tIiu

l
i“1 set

i` :“ mintj | VIj not negative definite u.

Let g P FI. If VI` is degenerate, it has a 1-d null space, and ΠX,V pgq “ nullpVI`q. Otherwise,

ΠX,V pgq Ă VIi`
X V K

Ii`´1
.

In many cases, these conditions cut out a region in Hn which contains an n-dimensional polytope,
possibly with ideal points on the sphere at infinity, and the above proof carries over to show that
ΠX,V pPnq contains this polyhedron. In the next subsection we see this in some examples.

We remark on the role of permutahedra in the above proof. These polytopes are universal from
our viewpoint, in that they parametrize a family of metrics for any collection of surfaces in X , re-
gardless of the intersection pairings of the surfaces. On the other hand, if certain subcollections of
surfaces do not intersect, one can often work with simpler polytopes. For example, if k` 1 surfaces
are pairwise disjoint, one can construct an associated metric family which is a k-simplex.

Along the same lines, one might ask to prove Theorem 1.2 using pairwise disjoint surfaces with
negative self-intersection, with polytopes whose codimension 1 faces are labelled by these surfaces.
One is led to search for what are called right-angled (finite volume) hyperbolic polyhedra. However,
such polyhedra do not exist in Hn for n ą 12 [PV05, Duf10]. This illustrates the utility of working
with the general construction, avoiding conditions on how the surfaces intersect.

Remark 3.6. Following Remark 2.7, the above proof also shows that for connectedX with bound-
ary, the period map MetcylpXq Ñ Gr`p pH2pXqq is surjective when b`pXq “ 1. In this case, in
the isomorphism pH2pXq Ñ R1,n it may not be possible to arrange that pH2pXqZ maps onto Z1,n.
This is not important for the argument, however – only that R ¨ pH2pXqZ is dense in the positive
Grassmannian (so that there are enough simplices in Hn defined over these points).
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Condition Constraint on period map Type

vi ¨ vi ă 0 ΠX,V pFtiuq Ă xviy
K X H2 geodesic

vi ¨ vi “ 0 ΠX,V pFtiuq “ xviy X BH2 ideal point

vi ¨ vi ą 0 ΠX,V pFtiuq “ xviy X H2 point

@v P xvi, vjy z t0u : v ¨ v ă 0 ΠX,V pFti,juq Ă xvi, vjy
K X H2 geodesic

Dv P xvi, vjy z t0u : v ¨ v “ 0 ΠX,V pFti,juq “ xvy X BH2 ideal point

Dv P xvi, vjy : v ¨ v ą 0 ΠX,V pFti,juq “ xvy X H2 point

Table 1: Each condition in the left column gives a constraint on where the period map sends a face of the
hexagon P2. The types of subsets of H2 appearing are described in the right column. The notation x¨y denotes
span of vectors, and BH2 denotes the ideal boundary of H2, which is a circle.

3.3 Examples in the hyperbolic plane

To illustrate the construction used in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we consider examples in the case
that b`pXq “ 1 and b2pXq “ 3. Upon choosing an isometry of H2pXq with R1,2, the positive
Grassmannian is identified with the hyperbolic plane H2. As before, we make these choices so that
the integral lattice H2pXqZ is sent to Z1,2 Ă R1,2.

Let V “ tv1, v2, v3u Ă H2pXqZ, which we also view as a subset of Z1,2 Ă R1,2. For sim-
plicity we assume that V is a linearly independent set. By choosing connected embedded surfaces
Σ1,Σ2,Σ3 Ă X which are Poincaré dual to v1, v2, v3, we construct a family of (broken) metrics
on X parametrized by the permutahedron P2. As shown in Figure 3, P2 is a hexagon. We have an
associated period map ΠX,V : P2 Ñ H2 for this family of metrics.

The codimension 1 faces of P2 are Ftiu and Fti,ju where i, j P t1, 2, 3u and i ‰ j. Proposition
3.2 determines the behavior of the period map on these faces. See Table 1. Briefly, the image of face
Ftiu (resp. Fti,ju) under ΠX,V is constrained in three possible ways, depending on the isomorphism
type of the bilinear form restricted to the subspace xviy (resp. xvi, vjy).

A particularly symmetric family of examples V “ tv1, v2, v3u is given by

vi`1 “ p1 | a cosp2iπ{3q, a sinp2iπ{3qq , i P t0, 1, 2u. (26)

where a P Rzt0u. Here and below we write vectors in R1,2 as x “ px0 |x1, x2q, to emphasize the
signature of the bilinear form. Each V in this family is not integral (nor rational), but nonetheless
illustrates the behavior of the face constraints of the period map. When a ą 2, the vK

i give geodesics
forming a hyperbolic triangle. However, for all a ‰ 0, the constraints on the period map give some
finite area polygon in H2. See Figure 5, where illustations are given in the Poincaré disk for a ą 0.
When a ă 0 there are similar pictures, with some colors interchanged.
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Figure 5: The subsets defining the face constraints from Table 1, given for the family of V “ tv1, v2, v3u

defined in (26). The colors correspond to the face colors of the hexagon in Figure 3.

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

Figure 6: Examples of face constraint configurations for some other choices of V .
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There are many other types of configurations of geodesics and points that arise from the face
constraints given in Table 1. For example, here are some sets V “ tv1, v2, v3u Ă H2pXqZ “ Z1,2,
which give rise to the configurations depicted in Figure 6:

(i): v1 “ p0 | 1, 0q v2 “ p0 | 0, 1q v3 “ p2 | 1, 3q

(ii): v1 “ p0 | 1, 1q v2 “ p1 | 1,´1q v3 “ p2 | 1, 2q

(iii): v1 “ p0 | 1,´1q v2 “ p0 | 0, 1q v3 “ p2 | 1, 2q

(iv): v1 “ p0 | 1, 1q v2 “ p3 | 1, 3q v3 “ p3 | ´ 3, 1q

Not every linearly independent V gives a configuration which encloses a polygon with non-
empty interior (and thus the image of the corresponding period map on P2 is not guaranteed to have
non-empty interior). For a simple example, take v1 “ p1 | 1, 1q, v2 “ p0 | 1, 1q, v3 “ p0 | 1,´1q.

A Gluing harmonic forms

Here we give a proof of Proposition 2.3, by showing how it follows from well-known gluing results
for harmonic forms. We will follow [CLM96]. For similar gluing constructions, see also [Don02].
We assume the notation set up in the paragraph of (11). Write } ¨ }Y for the L2 metric on Ω˚pY q

induced by gY , and so forth. In this notation we assume the metric on any cylinder is the product
metric: } ¨ }X is defined using the metric hp1q on X “ Xp1q, and } ¨ }Xprq using hprq on Xprq.

The gluing map
We recall some results from [CLM96]. First, a splicing map is defined:

Φr : H`
X1

‘ VY ‘ H`
X2

Ñ Ω`

hprq
pXprqq (27)

Recall H`
Xi

is the space of L2 harmonic self-dual 2-forms on Xip8q with its cylindrical end metric.
We call a 2-form ω1 on X1p8q an extended L2 harmonic form if it is harmonic and

}ω1}X1 ă 8, }ω1 ´ π˚pα ^ dt` βq}Y ˆp0,8q ă 8

for some harmonic forms α P H1
Y , β P H2

Y , and we say that ω1 extends α^dt`β. We have written
π : Y ˆp0,8q Ñ Y for projection, and π˚ is extended to Ω˚pY q^dt by π˚pα^dtq “ π˚pαq^dt.
A similar notion of extended L2 harmonic forms is defined for X2p8q. The space VY is the vector
space of harmonic 1-forms α on Y such that there exist extended L2 harmonic self-dual 2-forms ωi

on Xip8q extending α ^ dt` ‹Y α. The map δ : H1pY q Ñ H2pXq induces

VY – impδq,

and also VY – impι˚ : H2pXq Ñ H2pY qq by the map α ÞÑ r‹Y αs. These last claims follow from
Lemma B.1 of [CLM96], restricted to the case of self-dual harmonic 2-forms on a 4-manifold.
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Let ρ : R Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth non-decreasing function satisfying |ρ1| ď 4 and

ρptq “

#

0, t ď 1{4

1, t ě 3{4

To describe (27), we first declare that for any element ω in its domain, Φrpωq|Xi “ ω, for i “ 1, 2.
Now consider ω1 P H`

X1
. We define Φrpω1q elsewhere by:

Φrpω1q|Y ˆr´r,0spy, tq “ ρp´tqω1py, t` rq, Φrpω1q|X2prq “ 0

The translation appears by the way in which we identify X1prq “ X1 Y Y ˆ r0, rs as a subset of
Xprq. The description of Φr for elements of H`

X2
is similar.

Next, let β P VY . There exist unique extended L2 self-dual harmonic 2-forms ωi on Xip8q,
extending ωα :“ α ^ dt` ‹Y α, such that ωi is L2 orthogonal to H`

Xi
. Then

Φrpβq|Y ˆr´r,0spy, tq “ ρp´tqpω1py, t` rq ´ π˚ωαpyqq ` π˚ωαpyq

Φrpβq|Y ˆr0,`rspy, tq “ ρp`tqpω2py, t´ rq ´ π˚ωαpyqq ` π˚ωαpyq

Let Pr denote L2 projection of 2-forms onXprq to H`

Xprq
, the space of hprq-harmonic 2-forms.

Note that the image of PrΦr lies in the hprq-self-dual harmonic 2-forms. It follows from the results
in [CLM96] (see Lemma 4.1 and Appendix B) that there exists an R such that for r ě R, we have

}PrΦrpωq ´ Φrpωq}Xprq ď e´cr}Φrpωq}Xprq (28)

where c ą 0 is a constant, independent of r, determined by the spectrum of the gY -Laplacian on
forms of Y . Furthermore, for large r, the following composition is an isomorphism:

Pr ˝ Φr : H`
X1

‘ VY ‘ H`
X2

Ñ H`

Xprq

Comparison of metrics
Let us be more explicit about the diffeomorphisms fr : X Ñ Xprq. Always assume r ě 1. Write
s for the coordinate in r´1, 1s, and t in r´r, rs. Choose diffeomorphisms χr : r´1, 1s Ñ r´r, rs

such that χ1
rpsq “ 1 for 1 ´ |s| ă ε and for all s P r´1, 1s, χ1

rpsq ě 1 and χ1
rpsq ď Cr for some

fixed C ą 1, independent of r. Then define diffeomorphisms

fr : X Ñ Xprq,

fr|Xi “ idXi , fr|Y ˆr´1,1s “ idY ˆ χr.

Let ω P Ω2pXprqq. Write ωi “ ω|Xi . On Y ˆ r´r, rs we can write ω “ αt ^ dt ` βt where
αt P Ω1pY q and βt P Ω2pY q depend smoothly on t. Then

}ω}2Xprq “

2
ÿ

i“1

}ω}2Xi
`

ż 1

´1
χ1
rpsqp}αs}2Y ` }βs}2Y qds
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where s “ χ´1
r ptq. Turning next to f˚

r ω, we have

}f˚
r ω}2X “

2
ÿ

i“1

}ω}2Xi
`

ż 1

´1
pχ1

rpsq2}αs}2Y ` }βs}2Y qds,

which is the squared L2-norm of ω defined using the metric gprq. We see that

1

Cr
}ω}2Xprq ď }f˚

r ω}2X ď Cr}ω}2Xprq. (29)

Proof of Proposition 2.3
With this background established, we now turn to prove Proposition 2.3. Note that f˚

r Pr is equal
to the projection onto the gprq-self-dual 2-forms of X . Thus our goal is to show that the image of
f˚
r PrΦr as r Ñ 8 converges to the subspace in (12).

We begin with some elementary observations. If tωiu
8
i“1 and ω are closed forms in ΩkpXq, then

to show rωis Ñ rωs in HkpXq, it suffices to show that

lim
iÑ8

ż

X
ωi ^ η “

ż

X
ω ^ η (30)

for every closed form η of complementary degree. Further, suppose X has a metric inducing an L2

norm on forms, and suppose }ωi ´ ω1
i}L2 Ñ 0 for some other sequence of (not necessarily closed)

forms tω1
iu

8
i“1. Then to show rωis Ñ rωs, it suffices to show (30) with ω1

i replacing ωi.

Step 1 Let α P VY . Then we claim that the following holds in H2pXq:

lim
rÑ8

r
1

2r
f˚
r PrΦrpαqs “ δrαs. (31)

We first consider the forms 1
2rf

˚
r Φrpαq without the projection Pr. We have

1

2r
f˚
r Φrpαq “

1

2r
χY ˆp´1,1qf

˚
r ω

1 `
1

2r
χY ˆp´1,1qf

˚
r ωα `

1

2r

ÿ

i“1,2

χXiωi (32)

where ω1 “ Φrpβq ´ π˚pωαq, recalling ωα “ α ^ dt ` ‹Y α. The χS are characteristic functions.
The terms χXiωi have L2 norm on X independent of r, and so the last term in (32) converges in L2

to zero. Utilizing (29), the L2 norm of the first term in (32) satisfies

}
1

2r
f˚
r ω

1}L2pY ˆp´1,1qq ď

ˆ

C

r

˙1{2
`

}ω1 ´ π˚ωα}L2pY ˆp0,8qq ` }ω2 ´ π˚ωα}L2pY ˆp´8,0qq

˘

Here ωi are extended L2 self-dual harmonic 2-forms on Xip8q extending ωα. Thus the first term in
(32) converges in L2 to zero as r Ñ 8. The middle term in (32) is

ωr :“
1

2r
χY ˆp´1,1qf

˚
r ωα “

1

2r
χY ˆp´1,1q

`

‹Y α ` χ1
rpsqα ^ ds

˘

.
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At this point we may ask that the functions χr are chosen such that χ1
r{2r converge in L2 to a

smooth bump function of integral 1, matching the description (5). On the other hand, all we need is
the weaker convergence (30). To this end, let η P Ω2pXq be closed. On Y ˆ p´1, 1q, we may write
η “ α1 ^ ds` α2, where αi “ αipsq are i-forms on Y depending smoothly on s P p´1, 1q. Then

ż

X
ωr ^ η “

1

2r

ż

Y ˆp´1,1q

‹Y α ^ α1 ^ ds`
1

2r

ż

Y ˆp´1,1q

χ1
rpsqα2 ^ α ^ ds

The integral appearing in the first term on the right side is independent of r, and thus the first term
converges to zero as r Ñ 8. The second term is

1

2r

ż 1

´1
χ1
rpsq

ˆ
ż

Y
α2 ^ α

˙

ds “

ż

Y
α2 ^ α “

ż

Y
ι˚pηq ^ α,

where we have used that the integral over Y “ Y ˆtsu appearing does not depend on the parameter
s. This follows from η being closed, which implies rα2psqs P H2pY q is independent of s. We
obtain

lim
rÑ8

ż

X
ωr ^ η “

ż

X
η ^ δpαq,

as desired. Thus far, our argument implies that for all closed η P Ω2pXq, we have

lim
rÑ8

1

2r
f˚
r Φrpαq ^ η “

ż

X
δpαq ^ η. (33)

We next observe the following, using inequalities (28) and (29):

}
1

2r
f˚
r PrΦrpαq ´

1

2r
f˚
r Φrpαq}X ď Cre´cr}

1

2r
f˚
r Φrpαq}X . (34)

From the previous paragraph, we have that } 1
2rf

˚
r Φrpαq ´ ωr}X converges to zero as r Ñ 8.

Furthermore, by direct calculation, we have

}ωr}2X “
1

2r2

ż 1

´1
χ1
rpsq}α}2Y ď

C

r
}α}2Y .

It follows from this and (34) that 1
2rf

˚
r PrΦrpαq ´ 1

2rf
˚
r Φrpαq converges to zero in L2. With (33),

this completes the proof of claim (31).

Step 2 Let ω P H`
X1

. Then rf˚
r PrΦrpωqs P H2pXq. To make sense of the de Rham class of

ω on X , we recall from [APS75] that on X1p8q, ω is cohomologous (in the sense of currents) to
a smooth form ωc with support on X1 Ă X “ Xp1q, say. Then rωcs P H2pXq makes sense. A
different choice of ωc will give the same cohomology class in H2pXq up to impδq. We claim that

lim
rÑ8

rf˚
r PrΦrpωqs “ rωcs mod impδq (35)

in H2pXq{impδq. A similar claim holds for X2 replacing X1.
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As in Step 1, we use inequalities (28) and (29) to observe

}f˚
r PrΦrpωq ´ f˚

r Φrpωq}X ď Cre´cr}Φrpωq}X . (36)

Furthermore, }Φrpωq}X ď }ω}X1p8q by the construction of Φrpωq, which applies a cutoff function
to ω. Thus }f˚

r PrΦrpωq ´ f˚
r Φrpωq}X Ñ 0 as r Ñ 8.

Next, suppose we have closed 2-forms ηj such that rηjs gives a basis for H2pXq. Then, to show
limrÑ8rf˚

r PrΦrpωqs “ rωcs in H2pXq from here, it would suffice to show for all j:

lim
rÑ8

ż

X
f˚
r Φrpωq ^ ηj “

ż

X
ωc ^ ηj . (37)

Choose compactly supported closed 2-forms ηi,j onXi such that rηi,js give a basis ofHi Ă H2
c pXiq,

a subspace which maps isomorphically to pHpXiq. Note each ηi,j may be viewed as a form on X .
We may further choose closed forms η1

k with support in Y ˆ p0, 1q Ă X that induce a basis of
impδq Ă X . As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we may then choose W so that

H2pXq “ H1 ‘H2 ‘ impδq ‘W,

where the pairing restricted to H1 ‘ H2 is non-degenerate, H1 ‘ H2 is orthogonal to impδq ‘ W ,
and there are closed forms η2

k inducing a basis of W such that
ż

X
η1
k ^ η1

l “

ż

X
η2
k ^ η2

l “ 0,

ż

X
η1
k ^ η2

l “ δkl.

We observe that if rω1s, rω2s P H2pXq induce the same linear forms in pH1 ‘ H2 ‘ impδqq˚ via
the pairing, then rω1s ” rω2s pmod impδqq. Thus to establish (35) it suffices to check (37) for ηj
among the forms η1,j , η2,j , η1

k. As Φrpωq “ ω on X1, where the support of η1,j lies, we have
ż

X
f˚
r Φrpωq ^ η1,j “

ż

X
ωc ^ η1,j .

The support of f˚
r Φrpωq is disjoint from the supports of η2,j and η1

k, and so pairs to give zero with
these forms, just as is the case for ωc. Combined with f˚

r PrΦrpωq ´ f˚
r Φrpωq Ñ 0 in L2, this

proves (35). Finally, Steps 1 and 2 combine to prove the proposition in the form (13).
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